
RAINBOW JET
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

We sincerely appreciate your purchase of our product. This fountain will be very useful to you as decorative element for 
a long time, as long as you follow this simple maintenance instructions, that is necessary for its correct operation.
IMPORTANT:
Supplied water to the fountain must be clear and filtered by a strainer with a maximum screen openings of 130 micron. 
The internal foam rubber strainer of pump must be cleaned at least once every fifteen days (available on pumps 
adquired altoghether to Rainbow jet).

WATER SPRAYER MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

1.- Disconnect the discharge line pump.

2.- Disconnect the light emitter.

3.- Loosen the two lean bars’ (8) socket countersunk head screws (2) and its nylon inserted self-locking nuts (3) to 
set the unit into vertical position. Then tighten the screws and the nuts again.

4.- Unscrew the all three hexagon domed nuts (4) and the three hexagon nuts (5). Please, pay attention to the 
serrated lockwashers (6).

5.- Unscrew  the two upper socket countersunk screws (9).

6.- Dismantle the upper cover (23) and the three fixing bars (22) by pulling out the cover (23) on the flow outlet 
direction.

7.- Pull out the stainless steel body (20) following the same direction, and:

- The four outlet spacers (19).

- All ten mesh assemblies (18) - pay attention to the meshes right position, the bigger openings must be 
looking down.

- The two inlet spacers (17).

8.- All  above described items must be carefully cleaned to avoid any damage. You should use:

- Mild detergent and water.

- Soft plastic brush.

- It is very important to rinse in clear water to remove all detergent.

9.- Dismantle and clean the sealing joints (15 & 21) and the covers (14 & 23). At this point you should check the fibre 
optic guide rod (16) and clean it if necessary. In this case you must sand down the resin at the fibre optic guide rod 
end with the included #0000 sandpaper. Remove any resin dust with a damp cloth.

10.- Once the cleaning operation is finished you must re-assemble the Rainbow by following this steps. (Assembly 
must be on vertical position).

a/ Put the sealing joints (15 & 21) on the covers (14 & 23). Replace it if damaged.

b/ Put the stainless steel body (20) on its place at the lower cover (14), over the seal joint (15).

c/ Introduce the two inlet spacers (17).

d/ Introduce the ten mesh assemblies (18). Check out its right position.

e/ Introduce the four outlet spacers (19).

f/ Put toghether the upper cover (23) and the fixing bars (22) to the lower cover (14). Check out sealing 
joints (15 & 21) are on position.

g/ Put the serrated lockwashers (6) on position and screw the hexagon nuts (5) and the dome nuts (4).

h/ Screw  the upper cover’s (23) socket countersunk head screws (9)  throughout the lean bars (8) drills.

11.- Set the water sprayer with the desired spraying angle.



RAINBOW JET
ASSEMBLY BREAK UP

1.- AISI 304 STAINLESS STEEL BASE -1-,ref. 
F4310019R09C.

2.- DIN 7991 M8x20 A2 STAINLESS STEEL SOCKET 
C O U N T E R S U N K  H E A D  S C R E W  - 2 - , r e f .  
F4310019R14.

3.- DIN 985 M8 NYLON INSERTED A2 STAINLESS
STEEL  SELF-LOCKING NUT -2-, ref. F4310019R17.

4.- DIN 1587 M6 A2 STAINLESS STEEL HEXAGON 
DOMED NUT, FULL PATTERN -3-, ref. F2613429R05.

5.- DIN 934 M6 A2 STAINLESS STEEL HEXAGON NUT
-3-, ref. F2613429R07.

6.- DIN 6798 (FOR M6) A2 STAINLESS STEEL 
SERRATED LOCK WASHER, FORM-A -3-, ref. 
F4310019R16.

7.- DIN 7991 M6x12 LOWER A2 STAINLESS STEEL 
SOCKET COUNTERSUNK HEAD SCREW -2-, ref.
F4310019R13.

8.- AISI 304 STAINLESS STEEL LEAN BARS -2-, ref. 
F4310019R11.

9.- DIN 7991 M6x12 UPPER A2 STAINLESS STEEL 
SOCKET COUNTERSUNK HEAD SCREW -2-, ref.
F4310019R13.

10.- PG-16 BRASS NUT -1-, ref. F6400315.

11.- PG-16 BRASS M-M HEXAGON NIPPLE -1-, ref. 
F6400315.

12.- SANTOPRENE  CABLE  GLAND  PLUG  FOR  9 mm 
CABLE DIAMETER -1-, ref. F6400315.

13.- NBR 17,17x1,78 TOROIDAL JOINT -1-, ref. F6400315.

14.- CAST AND MACHINED BRASS LOWER COVER -1-, 
ref. F4310019R03.

15.- NBR 6x4,5x640 LOWER SEALING JOINT -1-, ref. 
F4310019R08.

16.- CHROME  COPPER FIBRE  OPTIC GUIDE  ROD
-1-, ref. F4310019R08.

17.- POLYPROPYLENE INLET SPACERS -2-, ref. 
F4310019R05.

18.- POLYPROPYLENEAND AISI 304 STAINLESS STEEL 
MESH ASSEMBLIES -10-, ref. F4310019R04.

19.- POLYPROPYLENE OUTLET SPACERS -4-, ref. 
F4310019R05.

20. - A ISI  304 STAINLESS STEEL BODY -1- ,  
ref.F4310019R01.

21.- NBR 6x4,5x640 UPPER SEALING JOINT -1-, ref. 
F4310019R08.

22.- 7 mm HEXAGON AISI 304 STAINLESS STEEL 
FIXING BARS -3-, ref. F4310019R10.

23.- CAST AND MACHINED BRASS UPPER COVER -1-,
ref. F4310019R02.


